2365 Assessment amendment FAQ’s

Q: What changes to 2365 have been made?
A: As part of our ongoing review and improvement process the current assessments
within 2365 at level 2 and 3 have been aligned to our new Electrotechnical
apprenticeship (5357). A number of the assessments within 2365 are the same as
the assessments within (5357)
Q: Is this a new qualification?
A: No, this has the same qualification number, although some unit content within
2365 has been structured to mirror 5357 more closely
Q: Why have these changes to the assessments been made?
A: The assessment content required reviewing after apprenticeship changes as well
as our mandatory internal product review. This assessment change will also assist in
a single, clear and seamless route from the 2365 into the apprenticeship
Q: When will these changes come into effect?
A: Please see the table at the end of these FAQs
Q: Is the last registration date for the 2365 level 2 and 3 being extended?
A: The current last registration date for 2365 level 2 & 3 is 31st December 2019 – this
will be reviewed further 6 months prior to the December 2019 date
Q: Can we continue with the current assessment strategy or do we have to move to
the new assessment strategy from Sept 2017?
A: Please see the table at the end of these FAQs
Q: Is there a document I can view to highlight the new numbering for these
assessments?
A: Yes, a new course handbook document is available on the 2365 web page –
please click here
Q: Are there a number of different pathways I need to register my learners once they
have completed 2365?
A: No, centres who have learners who have completed 2365 will only have to
register them on 5357-93 if progressing to the new apprenticeship.
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Q: I have learners who have only partially completed 2365 - they have now found an
employer and wish to join 5357 what shall I do?
A: Centres should claim the completed units on the 2365 and then register on 535793 and claim the equivalent proxy units they had previously completed
Q: I have learners who have completed equivalent 2365 qualifications from another
awarding organisation what should I do?
A: Centres should register on 5357-93 and claim the equivalent proxy units they
completed within 2365 equivalent. For more information please refer to the new RPL
document on the website
Q: Will Smartscreen content be modified to reflect the changes, and if so when will
this occur?
A: Although the content has moved around in the amended units the existing
Smartscreen content is still relevant. However we are conducting a review and plan
to reorder or map existing content in future.
Q: We have learners one year into a two year programme what do we do?
A: No need to re-register learners they remain on programme, but must follow the
assessments detailed in the table at the end of these FAQs. This will then mean they
have a seamless route into the apprenticeship if required.
Q: Can we access the webinar slides/power point after the webinar?
A: Yes, please look out for the focus alert updates and if registered for the webinar
you will have received this or contact buildingservices@cityandguilds.com
Q: The rig is different as the 2365 L3 rig is now in the format of the 5357?
A: Yes we have now aligned things so one rig is suitable for this type of qualification.
So 2365, 2357, 8202, and 5357 can all use the same rig. City & Guilds produced a
guide for new test rigs in July 2015 so one rig is suitable for all full time and
apprenticeship programmes as well as being compliant with BS 7671, thus allowing
for suitable Initial Verifications. Please see the table at the end of these FAQs
regarding updating rigs.
Q: If a learner takes the 17th edition wiring regulations course (2382) can they RPL
this to 016 exam?
A: Yes, using proxy unit 816.
Q: Does the Safe Isolation Task in Health and Safety module replace the Common
Tasks module or do learners need to complete both?
A: The common task has been removed from 204 although initial assessment packs
did contain it by mistake. Safe isolation is assessed in unit 201 but should also be
performed during any task involving working on any potentially live equipment
whatever the task.
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Q: The 2365 task 5 is virtually identical to the common task in unit 204, do we have
to do both?
A: No, the common task in 204 has been removed but was in early assessment
packs by mistake.
Q: What about 2365 L2 completed before these changes. How can that be RPL'd
A: They would progress as normal into an apprenticeship (5357-93) or the new 2365
level 3
Q: We have evening students who started the 2365-03 in January and will finish in
March 2018. Do they need to finished and claimed by November 2nd 2017?
A: No but any assignments part completed at the moment should be claimed before
the dates shown in the table at the end of these FAQs. After that period the new
versions or evolve testes should be sat for the remaining units.
Q: For the practical test rigs for 2365-03 are we to use the old 2365-03 rig or a short
term or will the have to be upgraded to the new standard from 5357
A: Please see the table at the end of these FAQs
Q: Safe isolation assignment is in the 211 and the 204 common task. Which one
should we do?
A: There is no longer a common task in 204 although early assessment packs did
contain it by mistake.
Q: How do these changes impact those learners who go on to the 2357 course
rather than the apprentice 5357 programme?
A: There will be no impact as we still have the RPL routes and the bridging unit into
2357. The easier route being into 5357 as no bridge is required
Q: If a candidate has completed the 201/501 last academic year, will this RPL
towards the new 211/601 unit assessments?
A: Yes these units will be recognised and the qualification will be completed as
normal
Q: Can we continue to use our existing I&T test board?
A: Please see the table at the end of these FAQs
Q: In the new hand book the safe isolation is in both 204 and the new 211?
A: There is no longer a common task in 204 although early assessment packs did
contain it by mistake.
Q: Any students that are currently in the process of completing 2365-03, if they are
part way through the qualification how will claiming the already completed units
happen?
A: Please see the table at the end of these FAQs
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Q: Do both safe isolation assessments in unit's 211 task 5 and unit 204 Task
Common have to be performed?
A: There is no longer a common task in 204, although early assessment packs did
contain it by mistake.
Q: Where are the rules of combination posted?
A: In the course handbook
Q: Is there any reason as to why we have started to take pictures on the health and
safety practical when they were removed a number of years ago?
A: To enable suitable RPL to 5357, as the joint assessment plan for apprenticeships
requires this evidence.
Q: What assignments are to be completed by the deadline?
A: Any existing 2365 assignments the candidate is part way through. They would
then progress to the new assignments or tests for the next module. Please see the
table at the end of these FAQs
Q: Common Tasks still appears in the assignment guide for level 2 2365. I assume
we ignore this and it will be deleted at a later date
A: There is no longer a common task in 204, although early assessment packs did
contain it by mistake.
Q: Is the 2330 level 2 and 3 recognised in the RPL route 5357-93?
A: Five years is the currency rule for RPL into 5357 so if the qualification (2330 or
others) is older then will not be accepted
Q: Can adults access the 5357 or if not when will this happen
A: Yes this is suitable for adult’s direct entry and with now a more seamless route
from 2365 if required.
Q: On the 204 assessment paperwork you still include the common task in the
paperwork in the 2017 delivery paperwork will this be adjusted
A: There is no longer a common task in 204 although early assessment packs did
contain it by mistake.
Q: 2365 bridging task, do centres now register candidates on the 5357 to complete
the NVQ?
A: Learners who have completed 2365 level 2 or 3 will be registered on the 5357-93
Q: Are there any changes to the GLH for L2 and L3 2365?
A: No
Q: In unit 2365-204 there is a common task on page 17 which asks the same
questions as the 2365 unit 211 task five. The questions in both units are identical. do
we have to answer both sets of questions.
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A: There is no longer a common task in 204, although early assessment packs did
contain it by mistake.
Q: Is there definitely no assignment for 613 Fault unit
A: There is a practical assignment for 613 fault diagnosis. The written assignment
knowledge will now be assessed in an evolve test.
Q: Will the test and inspection units of 2365 give exemption from any other testing
qualification?
A: 2365 will not give exemption to inspection and testing qualifications but learners
can progress onto the 2357 or 5357 and achieve the full qualification and associated
certificates.
Q: For the new 2365 qualification are we using the drawings located on the 5357 site
or are drawings being place with the 2365 Sept 17 documentation?
A: The drawings will be the same as 5357 and the drawings will be added to the
2365 website
Q: 612 written science paper is now Pass, Merit & Distinction. Does this have to be
moderated by another assessor?
The paper will be part of a centres sampling plan and the amount of IQA will be
dependent on its risk rating. With grading being new to this paper it would be good
practice to ensure a high ratio of IQA initially until assessors became comfortable
with the standardising of the grading
Q: Is there a change to 204 Task A level2?
A: No, task A remains the same but there is no longer a common task in 204
although early assessment packs did contain it by mistake.
Q: Unit 613 Fault diagnosis does not mention on-line exam?
A: We would really encourage centres to refer to pages 10 -11 in the L3 qualification
handbook where it breaks down how every unit is assessed.
Q: Have the passwords changed for accessing the new 2365 documents?
A: The passwords on walled garden open the new assessment packs
Q: The transformer rig (task 6), can it have a dc output or does it have to be AC?
A: The output must be AC. DC power supply units may make automatic
compensation for voltage under load which defeats the object of the task.
Q: What are the key dates for changing the assessments used?
A: Key Dates are shown in the table below
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Key Dates
October 2017

1st January
2018

What happens
Centres may use the new
assessments
Or
Continue with existing
assessments until 31st
December 2017
Any existing assessments
taken by candidates must
be claimed

1st January
2018

Any candidates who have
not taken existing
assessments or need to resit must undertake the new
assessments

1st January
2018

If your centre’s test rigs are
compliant with the 2015
Guide for test rigsUse all new assessments

1st January
2018

If your centre’s test rigs do
not comply with the 2015
Guide for test rigsUse the practical
assessments contained in
the appendix of the
assessment packs and all
other new assessments.

1st August
2018

Units affected
existing
201/501
202
302
303
304
305
201
302
303
304
305

new
211/601
602
612
613/623
614/624
615/625

211/601
602
612
613/623
614/624
615/625
211/601
602
612
613/623
614/624
615/625
211/601
602
612
613A*/623
614A*/624
615/625
A* denotes assessment
in appendix of
assessment pack.
Centres must claim the
new assessment
number. (e.g. for 613A;
claim 613)
613A
614A

Test rigs that are not
compliant with the 2015
Guide to test rigs must no
longer be used for Practical
assessments and must be
updated.

Q: What are the new assessment numbers from October 2017?
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A: See table below. Where the existing number is duplicated as a new assessment,
minor or no modifications occur.
Unit
201:
Health and Safety
202:
Principles of electrical science
203:
Electrical installation technology
204:
Installation of wiring systems and
enclosures
210: Communicate with others within
building services engineering
301:
Environmental technology systems
302:
Principles of electrical science
303:
Fault diagnosis and rectification

Existing
Assessment
201 Assignments
501 Evolve

New Assessment

202 Evolve

211 Assignments
(mainly practical
with some theory)
601 Evolve
602 Evolve

203 Evolve

203 Evolve

204 Assignments
210 Evolve

204 Assignment
(practical and
theory)
210 Evolve

301 Evolve

301 Evolve

302 Assignment
(including written
exam)
303 Assignment

612 Assignment
(including written
exam)
623 Evolve
613 Assignment
(practical)
624 Evolve
614 Assignment
(including written
exam and practical)
625 Evolve
615 Assignment
(design project)
308 Assignment

304:
Inspection and testing

304 Assignment

305:
Electrical system design

305 Assignment

308:
Career awareness in building services
engineering

308 Assignment
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